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4th November 2019 
 

Dear Louise 
 
Ref: Response to Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council’s Documents EX156 and EX160. 
 
Following the invitation from the Inspector to all Representors to comment on Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan 
Documents, this response has been compiled by Welwyn Parish Council in conjunction with Welwyn 
Planning and Amenity Group.  
 
Welwyn Parish Council have made no comment on documents EX154, EX157, EX158 and EX159 as they 
relate to locations outside of Welwyn Parish.  
 
We regard EX156 and EX160 as being of great significance and importance in helping determine future 
development in the area. Both documents cover the whole of Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council’s domain but 
as far as possible, we have restricted our comments to those sections of the documents that refer to Welwyn 
Parish Council’s geographic area.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This report is Welwyn Parish Council’s (WPC) response to Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council’s (WHBC) 
Documents EX1561 & EX1602, submitted following invitation from the Inspector of the WHBC Local Plan.  We 
welcome WHBC’s initiative in commissioning these reports following the Inspector’s comments3 that protection 
of settlement pattern was not a statutory purpose of the Green Belt and his suggestion of considering specific 
designations to provide protection for breaks between settlements rather than relying on Green Belt policy.   
 
WPC greatly appreciates the opportunity to comment on these two reports, which we regard as being 
potentially of great importance in determining future development in the area.  We believe they have great 
significance for Welwyn Parish.  As far as possible we avoided making comments on geographic and political 
areas within the purview of others, but the geographical/geological boundaries of land areas forming the basis 
of the two reports and the more arcane political boundary of our Parish are not always fully co-incident and the 
divergences make this impossible in some places. 
 

 
1 EX156 (Landscape Sensitivity Report Final Report V6 - July 2019);   
2 EX160 (Green Gap Assessment Final Draft Report V2 - August 2019).   
3 Local Plan examination sessions 2018  
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BACKGROUND & HISTORY 
 
As both documents describe the essentially rural nature of our Parish, a brief background description may be 
helpful to establish context.  Created in 1894, the Parish has three main settlements: Oaklands & Mardley 
Heath and the villages of Digswell and Welwyn, separated by fields and woodlands of the green belt; the Parish 
itself is similarly separated from Welwyn Garden City (WGC) but also by the River Mimram.  The area contains 
much history and archaeology: there has been continuous human occupation of the Welwyn village area by a 
ford in the River, covering Palaeolithic, Catuvellaunic, Roman and Saxon eras; several Roman villas, a 3rdC 
Roman bath house4 and two Roman cemeteries have been found.  Both Welwyn and Digswell are recorded in 
Domesday Book.  Other than the 1850 Grade II-listed viaduct originally built to carry the GNR over the Mimram 
valley, Digswell changed little until much of old village area became part of Welwyn Garden City in 1922.  
Digswell now refers to the 19th/20thC new residential area around Welwyn North station.  Oaklands was first 
built-on post WW1 and saw much mid-late 20thC development; Mardley Heath was a gravel extraction quarry 
but, re-landscaped, is now a Local Nature Reserve.  These three settlements are not only physically separate, 
but as far as their residents are concerned they are psychologically separate too; e.g. residents of Digswell, 
while acknowledging that they are in Welwyn Parish, identify themselves as living in Digswell. 
 
The 21stC Parish is largely residential5 but has small businesses and scattered farmsteads throughout and 
each area has a mix of shops, a sub-post office and a primary school.  Welwyn village has a conservation area 
and a Civic Centre (with Library) and Digswell a Village Hall. There are 3 churches in Welwyn and 2 in Digswell.  
The Parish Council has soccer and cricket pitches; there are tennis clubs and children’s play areas at Welwyn 
and Digswell and a bowls club at Welwyn.  Open spaces, local nature reserves and numerous footpaths, 
support informal recreation.  There are local “Friends” groups associated with Singlers March, River Mimram, 
Danesbury Park, Sherrardspark Wood and Mardley Heath, who volunteer to do “clean-ups” and other 
restoration work (e.g. clearing the River of silt and weeds at Singlers Marsh and restoring Danesbury Park’s 
Victorian Fernery).  Our Parish is relatively large, with a population of some 10,0006.  WPC has fostered the 
identity of each area by encouraging the avoidance of coalescence, particularly the impact of WGC expansion.     
 
 
COMMENTS ON EX156 (Landscape Sensitivity Assessment) 
 
General 
 
We consider LUC’s report gives a rigorous assessment of landscape sensitivity, to inform decision making in 
relation to site selection as part of the Local Plan review process. We welcome the WHBC strategic objective7 
to “protect, maintain and where possible enhance the borough’s historic and natural environment, its cultural 
assets and network of open spaces, urban and rural landscapes”.   We agree with LUC’s overall method and 
approach and are pleased they acknowledge, as does central government, a baseline that development will 
not be permitted in many areas subject to ‘absolute constraints’: Sites of Special Scientific Interest, Special 
Areas of Conservation, listed buildings, Historic Parks, Ancient Woodland, Local Nature Reserves and Wildlife 
Sites. We also largely support their findings.  
 
However there are some aspects with which we do not agree, in particular we do not consider the report affords 
sufficient emphasis to the River Mimram and the valley through which it flows. Rising near Whitwell (8km NW 
of Welwyn) it flows through both Welwyn and Digswell villages and thus a number of land areas in our Parish 
and identified in the Report, en route to its confluence with the River Lea near Hertford.  It links together a 
variety of landscapes and we believe its route deserves consideration as a holistic entity.  As one of only some 

 
4 Part of the Dickett Mead Roman Villa, excavated in the 1960s and protected in a steel vault under the A1(M)  
  on  the edge of the village, it is open for the public to visit. 
5 Welwyn was awarded Silver in the “Town” category (6001-12,000 residents) in 2019 Anglia in Bloom, part of  
   the Royal Horticultural Society’s Britain in Bloom competition 
6 2011 census populations (approx) were: Digswell: 1600; Oaklands & Mardley Heath: 2,800; Welwyn: 5,600. 
7 August 2016 Draft of the Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan 
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200 chalk streams in the world8 it is a rare and unique habitat.  Water abstraction has much reduced since 
20179 and the route of the river is of great importance for wildlife, biodiversity and recreation10.  We believe the 
River and valley, with its innate features, natural beauty and amenity value, greatly increase landscape 
sensitivity along its length. 
 
We offer the following detailed comments on each Landscape Character Area (LCA) and where appropriate, 
our reasoned disagreement with LUC’s views and assessments. 
 
Ayot St Peter Wooded Upland  LCA 35a (abuts the western edge of Welwyn village). 
 
We are pleased that LUC recognised valued features within this area. We appreciate the impact of the A1(M) 
and the settlement edge of Welwyn, but would point out that the land to the west of Whitehill is largely open as 
far as the woods around Ayot St Peter and the land to the NW of the Hawbush estate runs from the settlement 
edge to beyond Linces Farm.  We are therefore concerned that LUC’s assessment of LCA 35a is a mix of low-
moderate and moderate sensitivity.  The open, rising nature of the land to the north and westt decoupling the 
NW edge of the village and the distinction LUC make between the Wilshere Park development and the southern 
edge of the village, argue for all of LCA 35a to be moderate.  We agree with LUC’s key sensitivities and 
mitigation potential. 
 
Eastern side of the A1(M)  LCA 35b (in effect abuts the SE edge of Welwyn village) 
 
We support LUC’s view that the woods should contain pockets of development, rather than the woodland being 
contained by development but since Sherrardspark Wood is a SSSI and  Local Nature Reserve, we find LUC’s 
assessment of LAA 35b as a mix of low-moderate and moderate sensitivity incorrect and illogical; we believe 
it should be at least moderate-high. 11 
 
Upper Mimram Valley - Settlement edge of Welwyn  LCA 36a 
 
We agree with LUC’s key sensitivities and mitigation potential, but we do not agree with their sensitivity 
assessment of moderate; this area is a unique location contributing (with the adjacent LCA 36b) to the gap 
between the village and WGC.  Moreover the adjacent LCA 42 (Tewin) is assessed as moderate-high to high 
throughout and thus we consider that LCA 36a should at least be assessed as moderate-high. 
 
Upper Mimram Valley - Settlement edge of WGC  LCA 36b   
 
We support the key sensitivities and mitigation potential, but we do not agree that fencing and stables, and the 
audible and visual intrusion of the roads contribute to an increased urban feel and therefore we believe that 
the sensitivity and importance of this buffer zone warrant assessment as moderate-high throughout and not a 
mix of moderate-high and moderate. 
 
Upper Mimram Valley - Settlement edge of Digswell  LCA 36c    
 
We agree “old Digswell” has a rural setting (despite the Grade II-listed railway viaduct) but we do not consider 
aural intrusion from passing trains is excessive and we totally disagree that the small car park used primarily 
by local people to access Playing Fields and Tennis Club, contributes to an urban edge character12. We agree 
with the key sensitivities and mitigation potential but we believe that the contiguous nature of LCA 36b and 36c 
is vital to preserve the buffer between Digswell and WGC.  Much of this involves Digswell Playing Fields, whose 
perimeter and river bank13, provide a pleasant walk.  It is unclear why 36b is assessed as moderate-high, yet 

 
8 Nearly all of which are in the UK, with many significant ones in Hertfordshire. 
9 A contingency plan for low-level abstraction in the event of flooding is now in place. 
10 Chalk Streams in Hertfordshire and North London.  Environment Agency Briefing Note July 2019. 
11  In the 2019 Anglia in Bloom, Sherrardspark Wood in this area was awarded Gold and Best in Region for  
     woodland. 
12   Day-long (i.e. pre-1000) parking for the station is not permitted; commuters so-using can be fined 
13  An area where over recent years local volunteers, supported by grants, have cleared weeds, fallen trees and  
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36c as moderate; we believe all of LCA 36 should be moderate-high. 
 
Datchworth Settled Slopes – N edge of Oaklands LCA37a & E edge of Oaklands and Burnham Green LCA37b 
 
We support LUC’s opinion on the multiple Local Wildlife Sites, deciduous woodlands and listed buildings 
increasing the sensitivity of this area and agree with their key sensitivities and mitigation potential. We do not 
agree significant sound pollution originates from the railway, as it runs in a cutting for much of its route.  Overall 
we agree with the moderate-high rating.  For LCA37b, we support LUC’s overall moderate-high assessment 
and their key sensitivities and mitigation potential, especially preserving Harmer Green Wood’s habitat and 
Burnham Green’s rural setting. 
 
Tewin & Edge of Oaklands LCA42 & 42a 
 
We are pleased that LUC recognised the large number of Local Wildlife Sites (all also ancient woodland), and 
the significance of Lockleys Roman Villa and other listed buildings.  We agree the sensitivity assessment of 
high is fully justified and support the key sensitivities and mitigation potential. 
 
Codicote Bottom Arable Valley & Settlement edge of Welwyn  LCA132 & 132a 
 
We are pleased that LUC recognised the significance of Local Wildlife Sites, especially Singlers Marsh.  We 
agree the area has an overall moderate-high sensitivity.  In Area 132a the Marsh helps define the limit of the 
village as well as providing recreation and we agree with the assessment of moderate and the key sensitivities 
and mitigation potential, which must maintain the small scale character of the area and avoid adverse impact 
on the Conservation Area. 
 
Danesbury Settled Slopes LCA 133a 
 
We are pleased that LUC consider the high density of Local Wildlife Sites and the significant Grade II-listed 
Danesbury House14 warrant constraint from development.  We believe that the once-derelict Fernery in 
Danesbury Park15 will, when restoration is completed, be a heritage gem saved from extinction and further 
enhance the “country park” feel of the area and its sensitivity.  We agree with LUC’s assessment of moderate 
and with their key sensitivities and mitigation potential. 
 
Settlement edge of Oaklands, between Oaklands and Danesbury Park LCA 133a-a 
 
We agree that Danesbury Park’s character is assessed as moderate and support the key sensitivities and 
mitigation potential. 
 
Settlement edge of Welwyn, small area on the NW edge of the village LCA 133a-b 
 
We disagree with LUC’s assessment of low-moderate.  There is no significant distinction in character between 
this area of grassland and trees and the adjacent parkland and vegetation close to Codicote Road and we are 
concerned that LUC have failed to recognise that the grassland represented by Danesbury Park is now rare 
nationally16.  A wide variety of flowering plants support insects and birds and large mature trees continue in 
importance after they have fallen and begun to decay, affording great value especially to bats, owls, over 660 
recorded species of fungi and insects. LUC gave their view in LCA35b that Sherrardspark Wood should contain 

 
     removed Himalayan Balsam (an invasive species) dredged silt and repaired a sluice gate to improve water 
     flow to make the area more attractive to the public. 
14 LUC’s report is factually incorrect - the hospital relocated to the far side of Welwyn (to co-locate with the 
    Queen Victoria Memorial Hospital) in1993; the house was then extended and converted to apartments. 
15 Designed and built in 1859/60 by Anthony Parsons, gardener to William John Blake, then owner of the  
    House, it includes unique ‘Pulhamite’ artificial rock used to create grottoes, rocky outcrops and features.  In 
    Victorian times, it had a national reputation and is recorded as hosting an unrivalled collection of ferns. 
16 Changes in farming practice and losses arising from development and management neglect have resulted in 
    the destruction nationally of once botanically-rich and diverse habitats 
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pockets of development, rather than the woodland being contained by development; we assert that the same 
holds true for Danesbury Park and its environs.  We consider the urban edge is currently contained and a 
holistic consideration of the whole Danesbury Settled Slopes area would suggest an assessment of moderate 
sensitivity. We agree with their key sensitivities and mitigation potential. 
 
Rabley Heath Settled Upland (LCA 133b) 
 
We agree with LUC’s assessments and strongly support their key sensitivities and mitigation potential. 
 
 
COMMENTS ON EX160 (Green Gap Assessment)  
 
General 
 
We support the aim of this report: to inform planning of development and provide guidance to minimise the 
impact of development on inter-settlement gaps.  We consider the LUC study methodology, their use of the 
detail from the companion Landscape Sensitivity Report and their analysis to be sound.  We agree with the 
selection of the locations in our Parish for gap assessment; in particular we were very pleased to see that the 
study included analysis of situations where one location was outside WHBC’s area.  We believe preservation 
of gaps between settlements and prevention of coalescence in our Parish is vital to preserve settlement 
character.  The proximity of WGC, the distinctly different nature of the settlements forming our Parish17, and 
prevention of coalescence between these and other small villages or hamlets18, all argue strongly for formal 
physical separation. 
 
We offer the following detailed comments on each area relevant to our Parish.   
 
Woolmer Green and Oaklands 
 
We consider this to be an area for urgent attention.  Part of Welwyn Parish until 2000 (when it became a parish 
in its own right) in the last 20-30 years, Woolmer Green has expanded overall and Oaklands & Mardley Heath 
has developed towards it, along the B197.  We agree that although the two settlements maintain separate 
identities as a result of their different histories, character and topographies, the reinforcing gap could easily be 
eroded.  We agree that development of two promoted sites from the ‘Call for Sites’19 (WGr7 and WGr7a) without 
substantial landscaping, would erode rural settings and increase inter-visibility between the sites.  We therefore 
support the LUC analysis of the wildlife habitat and local archaeological significance adding weight to a ‘gap 
policy area’ being required here, as soon as possible. 
 
Welwyn and Oaklands 
 
We are very concerned that the gap of some 600m comprising fields and woodland has scattered development 
intrusion, and this gap would be easily eroded by intensification of existing development, particularly reducing 
perception when travelling on the B197 between the two settlements.  We did not previously20 object to the 
draft allocated sites at 2 Great North Road and 2-12 Great North Road and in the triangle of land formed by 
the railway, the B197 and Oaklands, although it would intensify development in this already developed area, 
but we did object21 to other locations, specifically: 
 Draft allocation at Four Oaks.22 

 
17   Welwyn and Digswell villages and Oaklands & Mardley Heath 
18   Such as Harmer Green and Burnham Green. 
19   WHBC 2019 
20   Welwyn Parish Council’s response (October 2016) to the WHBC consultation on the Local Plan draft. 
21   Welwyn Parish Council’s response (June 2019) to the WHBC ‘Call for Sites’ consultation. 
22   This site is private not a public site and so cannot contribute to the long-standing identified need for public traveller sites in the 

Borough. The planning history is complex, with repeated phases of site development in advance of properly-sought consent.  We 
have previously advised the Inspector that, in parallel with this plan a planning application, currently on hold, seeks permission 
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 Several sites near The Avenue and Danesbury Park Road, promoted in the ‘Call for Sites’ 
o OMH 6 (edge of Oaklands, east of Danesbury Park Road); originally rejected as it destroyed a 

registered wildlife site and a Local Nature Reserve, the current promotion of a smaller area, was 
rejected as a high sensitivity area “likely to be unable to accommodate development without significant 
degradation of character”. 

o OMH7 (22 The Avenue) was rejected because of difficulties in establishing a defendable Green Belt 
boundary once the current A1(M) boundary was breached.  

o OMH9 (19-23 The Avenue) was rejected and dismissed on appeal in 2013 by the Secretary of State 
primarily due to causing significant harm to the openness of the Green Belt and to safeguarding the 
countryside from encroachment 

 
The presence of Danesbury Park, Local Wildlife Sites and other priority habitats strengthen the view that the 
whole area between the two settlements should form part of a ‘gap policy area’ which will also protect 
Danesbury Park. 
 
Welwyn and Digswell:  
 
We agree that travelling along the Mimram Valley, on the A1000 connecting the two areas, provides an 
experience of moving through undeveloped countryside; sensitivity, archaeological significance, presence of 
listed buildings and scheduled monuments all support separation.  Although this gap does not currently appear 
vulnerable, any development along the A1000 would dramatically change this.  One promoted site (WGC2) 
from the ‘Call for Sites’ (a brownfield redevelopment at Digswell Pumping Station) was assessed by LUC as a 
small site that would not close the gap. We have a serious concern that developing 8-12 dwellings and over 
400m2 of employment space on the current edge of WGC would seriously intrude into the rural landscape and 
we would oppose that; the site should be returned to nature.  This gap is vulnerable and we agree with LUC 
that it form part of a ‘gap policy area’. 
 
Digswell and Oaklands:  
 
Since there is no effective road route23 between Oaklands and Digswell, they have tended to approach each 
other cross-country with currently around a 1km gap of undulating woodland and fields.  We agree that there 
is a clear separation between these settlements currently, and the gap does not appear to be under 
development pressure at this point in time.  Therefore we fully endorse that a ‘gap policy area’ be introduced 
to protect ongoing separation.   
 
Welwyn, WGC and Digswell 
 
We agree that the Mimram Valley has a rural character of fields, river and stables and from the A1000 (Hertford 
Road) motorists experience the ‘gap’ between the two settlements.  If the draft allocation between the edge of 
Welwyn and the A1(M) were to be developed it would extend the edge of Welwyn into the surrounding 
countryside, but would not impact on the gap focussed on the east side of the A1(M). The promoted sites east 
of the A1(M) are small and would not materially affect the gap.  The area of land between the A1(M) and the 
edge of WGC is occupied by school grounds and provides a break; the amenities listed all support that a ‘gap 
policy area’ be created here to preserve what currently remains.  
 
We agree that WGC and Digswell almost meet24 and river, floodplain, lake and woodland provide an increased 
sense of separation between the settlements, discernible from the A1000 and Digswell Park Road and from 
the viaduct; if the promoted site from the ‘Call for Sites’ (Dig4 - beside the A1000) were to be developed, it 
would intrude into the gap and so we opposed it21.  A further promoted site (Dig5 - adjacent to 76 Hertford 
Road) has not been noted by LUC.  It was opposed by our Council21 and rejected at HELAA Phase 1 as not 

 
for up to 20 caravans of which no more than 5 should be static or mobile homes.  Considerably more than this are currently 
located there. 

23   Only a somewhat circuitous route involving the B197/A1000 
24 At the pinch-point of the river crossing and the junction of Hertford Road, Digswell Park Road and Harmer  
   Green Lane. 
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contiguous with the settlement (the majority being within a registered historic park and garden) and part of the 
site being in the Mimram flood plain.  The Mimram Valley forms an important gap and we strongly advocate a 
holistic ‘gap policy area’ being applied consistently throughout its length. 
 
Welwyn/Oaklands and Codicote (North Hertfordshire District Council - NHDC) 
 
We agree with LUC’s conclusion that currently clear separation of settlements exists and that is the perception 
when travelling by road between them.  We agree that the draft allocated site at The Vineyards, on the edge 
of Welwyn, will not result in major character change, or close the gap and we have not opposed it.  However 
this gap is highly vulnerable to ribbon development along Codicote Road, scattered development along 
Kimpton Road and it would be seriously prejudiced by multiple sites N and NW of Welwyn village promoted in 
the ‘Call for Sites’.  We therefore regard this area as the most urgent for protection of the current separation.  
 
a. RN1: a large site on the golf course at Danesbury Park 
Danesbury Park could potentially become a park within an urban area rather than on the edge of an urban 
area, depending on the layout of these sites.  In EX156, LUC highlighted their view that Sherrardspark Wood 
“.. should contain pockets of development, rather than the woodland being contained by development”.  We 
assert that the same holds true for Danesbury Park and its woodland environs.   
 
b. A series of large sites around Welwyn cemetery 
 
Wel1: Although contiguous with the green belt boundary, development would cause encroachment of the built 
form in the wider rural area. The site is located in a Green Belt gap between Welwyn and Ayot St Peter, which 
presently prevents the physical merging of these settlements and maintains the existing settlement pattern.  
 
Wel2: This site is not contiguous with the Green Belt boundary and would be inappropriate development. If 
considered with Wel1, significant harm would be done to the openness of the green belt and if developed alone 
would result in the coalescence of Welwyn and Codicote. 
 
Wel6: This site is part of a parcel of Green Belt land that is not contiguous with the urban boundary of Welwyn 
and would be inappropriate development. It is part of a parcel of land straddling WHBC and NHDC; previously 
development applications have failed and nothing has changed that should alter that decision. 
 
Wel14/14a/14b: NW of Welwyn towards Linces Farm.  Although contiguous with the Green Belt boundary these 
sites, like Wel2, if developed would seriously compromise the openness of the west side of the village. 
 
Wel15/15a: Although contiguous with the Green Belt boundary these sites are inappropriate development due 
to the boundary with the conservation area and the heritage asset of an as yet unexcavated Roman Village25.  
If considered with Wel1 or Wel2, development would cause significant harm to the open character of the green 
belt by urbanising a green amenity space used for recreational purposes by local residents. A new bridge and 
improved (widened) local roads would be essential, which would encroach upon Singlers Marsh26 and cause 
increased surface water run-off to both River and Marsh. 
 
Each of these sites bring major issues but collectively, if many or all were to be developed, the edge of Welwyn 
would extend towards Codicote and would do the utmost harm to the current separation, eroding 
catastrophically the rural nature of the area.  A number of the sites collectively form a continuous wildlife 
corridor between Linces Farm and Singlers Marsh and onwards to the Danesbury Park Local Nature Reserve 
and Lockleys in the East.  The roads forming the boundary with Codicote Parish (Kimpton Road and Oakhill 
Drive) were present prior to those local Green Belt boundaries being drawn and together with Fulling Mill Lane 
have maintained a rural aspect: unlit, single track and without kerbs or footpaths. These would all require 
widening for development. We have opposed all these sites21.  We fully agree with LUC’s view that it would be 
appropriate to identify a ‘gap policy area’ and we regard this as most urgent.  We appreciate Codicote is in 

 
25 Identified in AAS7 from the HCC survey of 1978. 
26 Local Nature Reserve and wildlife site through which the River Mimram , a valuable, rare chalk stream, runs. 
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NHDC and WHBC is thus concerned with part of this gap only; both councils will need to work together. 

Digswell and Burnham Green (East Hertfordshire District Council - EHDC) 

Large houses screened by many trees and grounds set back from the road have minimised the impact of ribbon 
development along Harmer Green Lane and Harmer Green and other woods have constrained development 
from Oaklands.  Separated by woodland and small fields, the settlements have distinct characters27, 
convergence would consequently cause loss of those separate identities. Development of the proposed site 
(Dig3 - west of Burnham Green and north of Harmer Green Lane) submitted in response to the ‘Call for Sites’ 
would extend Burnham Green to Harmer Green and change the character of this area and for this reason we 
opposed it21. The gap is vulnerable to erosion and we agree that a ‘gap policy area’ would be appropriate here. 
We appreciate Burnham Green is in EHDC and WHBC is thus concerned with part of this gap only; both 
councils will need to work together.   

CONCLUSION 

We largely agree with LUC’s analysis and assessment of landscape sensitivity for Welwyn Parish in their report 
(EX156) and where we do not agree, we have presented arguments for why not and what we believe it should 
be. 

Regarding the Green Gap assessment report (EX160/EX160a) we fully agree with and support LUC’s view 
that in allocating any sites for development, it is important (we believe it is essential) to maintain a rural 
character in the gaps between settlements and promote/preserve their individual character.  We consider the 
established green belt boundary should only be altered in exceptional circumstances and we have not seen 
any evidence or sufficient justification to-date to change that view.  Some of the sites promoted would remove 
the last remaining green wedge of open countryside which bounds with the Welwyn village conservation area 
and cumulative development of those sites would be on such a scale as to have the catastrophic effect of 
wholly urbanising a valued green amenity space, greatly used for recreational purposes by local residents.  We 
strongly support LUC’s analysis and their recommendation to create a gap policy and gap policy areas; we 
strongly agree with the gaps LUC identified in our Parish area to underpin separation between villages, for 
which we can no longer rely completely on Green Belt policies.   

We therefore exhort WHBC to take this concept forward urgently and incorporate the result into the Local Plan 
and other relevant policy, actively co-operating with NHDC and EHDC, where separation is from a settlement 
in those neighbouring districts.  This Council is ready and willing to assist if required. 

Yours sincerely 

Louise Harrison 
Clerk to Welwyn Parish Council 

27 The original Digswell village (south of the C182) is in Domesday Book.  The present settlement (centred on 
 Welwyn North railway station) is 19th/20thC; Burnham Green, like Welwyn, has been continuously inhabited 
 since the Iron Age and  the Catuvellauni. 


